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Basic Nail Art Techniques: and how to combine them
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Combine them collectively and you can obtain striking fingernails that may complete your
outfit.There are several techniques for achieving beautiful nail arts that when mastered, open
the door to the nail art world. The result could be elegant, bold or simply crazy, with respect to
the combined shades and techniques. You can find 26 different nail artwork methods described
in the book and the possible combinations between them are limitless. The book shows how to
master the most common nail art techniques by using detailed step by step guides, it suggests
ideal color combinations for every particular technique and it offers tips of how to combine the
different ways to more advanced techniques and manicures. Some of the techniques could be
painted in different ways and how that's done is explained in detail. Learn the basics by
studying the pictures and the explanations during each stage from the beginning until the
resulting nail artwork. The book is compiled by the nail polish and nail art blogger running your
blog My Nail Polish Online since October 2010.
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I was on a nail source site and it acquired a nail publication - I thought I wonder if I will get it on
amazon therefore i went looking on amazon. I wish I possibly could print out some pages which
have instructions so I can appearance at them as I am doing my nails. I am not used to nail art
(merely to perform for myself) .Plenty of Ideas This is a kindle book. Books was amazing with
step-by-step instructions and products which are easy to get. Well - I love it that she has step-bystep instructions. She's color images at different phases of the design so you can start to see
the progress. She has suggested nail color mixtures at the end of every design's instructions
and that means you have suggestions of different shades you can use to generate each design
for range.She has divided designs by fundamental and advanced which means you know the
level of problems. She has a link to her website (she actually is from Sweden). It is full of
information too and even more nail designs.! It's great for beginners. Best nail art technique and
design publication I've seen! But you may be an animal print person or a marbling gal. The
chapters are broken up by technique with references to other techniques so that you can
combine them. This nail art book is unique because it doesn't so much go into a whole lot of
different designs but is more centered on a number of techniques. So where other books may
just show lots of freehand designs, this one shows some free hand, some dotting device, some
masking, ombré, enthusiast brush, water color, water marble, etc. I really like ths book I really
like ths reserve. It's ideal for the beginner who also really wants to progress their nail art as they
get convenient with the basic methods. Super fun!!! I am happy with this publication for $5.
Amazing. Lots of great Suggestions and an easy task to follow step-by-step tutorials in color.
This book was made for Beginners-Advanced Beginners. Great step by step, clear directions
This is a great book to illustrate nail art techniques. This is my first "publicity" to Nail Arts, and I
glad I purchased this Kindle reserve. Inside is a link to the author's blog that provides more
designs for beginners and many more for intermediate "painters". Five Stars Good book I LOVE
this book! Please, Please, Make sure you make another book about nails. This reserve has all
kinds of tips, lots of different nail ideas and lovely step-by-step pictures. Don't just go through
the pictures, take time to read the text as I'm sure it will save you much time. She has a number
of different color combinations for every nail art and an easy task to follow directions. Well, a tie
between Funky French fingernails and Newspaper Print. This the the 3rd nail art book I've
bought recently and this is hands down the very best when it comes to explaining a variety of
techniques. I go through it in about 45 mins., and then also has examples of combining these
methods, and if that isn't enough, even offers great color combo suggestions. I found it certainly
helpful and would recommend it to others which are wanting to learn to decorate their
fingernails. it had step by step directions and had not been hard to follow. very happy with it!
Very good instructions I can't wait to try these techniques! The best nail decor? Good book. I
learned a whole lot. Good publication. Your awesome, Hair and Nails lady. Some reviewers
commented the book is basic and you will get the same tips from YouTube videos.
Understandable and an easy task to follow. Lots of Great Suggestions and Easy Tutorials! Love
this book! I've read this book 4 times and it has given me so much inspiration, thank you so
much! Fabulous! Good quality We loved the fast delivery and good quality. Addresses 8 different
approaches for creating Nail Art, including the "Leopard Spots" on front side cover, "watercolor
blooms", over-lay stripes, and even more. It's a page turner. Even the simple Dotticure is
fantastic. Great for beginners This book gave detailed instructions step by step. Very well written
and great photos.99.
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